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VOLUME 16. NUMBER 3

CARLSBAD CAVERN
The illustration shows a section, centered
on Top of the Cross in the Big Room, of a
reduced scale <1" =100 ') Carlsbad Cavern
quadrangle. It is based on a larger-scale
draft, at 50ft = 1". Thirteen of these
·
preliminary maps, covering the entire
cave, are nearing completion. Spirit
World, shown in offset, lies 225 above the
floor of the Big Room. It was discovered
recently by Ron Kerbo et al, using a
helium balloon to lift a line over a high
stalagmite. Spirit World was drafted by
Bob Buecher. A further offset <not
shown> illustrates Middle Earth, 30ft
below the floor of the Big Room. The Big
Room floor detail, together with the
outlines of Spirit World and Middle Earth,
make this section of the map busier than
most others.
Ron Lipinski
See "Carlsbad Map Series", p5.
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SPRING BOARD MEETING
During the May 1988 Board of Directors
meeting at Flint Ridge, four new directors
were elected : Jim Borden <co-founder of the
Central Kentucky Karst Coalition and
cartographer for the Colossal Cave
resurvey), Mel Park <a regular at Mammoth
Cave for the past year), Norm Pace <recipient
of the 1987 Bicking Award for cave
exploration and active primarily in CRF
East> and Ron Bridgeman (a past director of
CR F, organizer of the China Caves '88
expedition, and active in CRF Guadalupe
operations). Mel Park was appointed Area
Manager for Central Kentucky. The Board
accepted the resignations of directors Tim
Schafstall and Bill Wilson, with thanks for
their service.
Five new CRF Members were elected: Jim
Wiggins, Phil DiBlasi, Mel Park, Bill Ziegler
and Mike Spiess. Jim Wiggins, an NPS
employee, has been a strong supporter of
CRF activities at Mammoth Cave, and is
recognized for his commitment to the
conservation and responsible management of
caves. Phil DiBlasi has contributed much to
archaeological and historical research at
Mammoth Cave, has been active in cave
resource documentation, and serves as
Eastern Area Personnel Officer. Mel Park
has been a Flint Ridge regular for the past
year: he demonstrated keen enthusiasm for
assuming the many tasks associated with
Area Manager. Bill Ziegler for the past
several years has participated in more
Carlsbad expeditions than any other JV; he
supports Diana Northrup's cave cricket
research and serves as food coordinator.
Mike Spiess is active at Lilburn Cave, where
he has made major contributions including
construction work on the field station.
The Board authorized John Tinsley to
proceed with negotiations to establish a
proJect area at Lava Beds National
Monument, CA. The major objective will be
mapping and resource inventory of over 300
caves. Other discussions focused on long
range planning for the Flint Rid~e field
station, and on current projects m all areas
of operation.
The Board formally congratulated Dr. Patty
Jo Watson on her election to the National
Academy of Sciences [see article, p.3 J.
Ron Wilson

BULLETIN BOARD
ANNUAL REPORT SUBMISSIONS: Help keep
the 1988 Annual Report on track by promptly
submitting your contributions on research
and CRF related activities. If you have
published a karst-related article, please
send an abstract; if you have eresented a
talk, please list the details. Follow the
style and organization of articles contained
in recent Annual Reports. Deadline is ASAP,
or December 15, whichever comes first.
Reports may be mailed on disk as an ASCII
file. Contributors will receive a
complimentary copy. For further details,
write to the editor, Karen Lindsley Rt.9
Box 221, McKinney, TX 75069 (214-127-2497).

CRF NEWSLETTER
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16,

No.3
Established 1973
Editors, Sue Hagan, Hick Sutton
Route 1. Box 110A
Annapolis, MO 63620
Quarterly: Feb., May, Aug., Nov.
Subscriptions $4.00 per year. Free to
members and JVs.
Deadline: One month before the first of
the issue month.
The CRF NEWSLETTER is a publication of
the Cave Research Foundation, a
non-profit organization incorporated in
1957 under the laws of Kentucky for the
purpose of furthering research,
conservation, and education about caves
and karst. For information about the
CRF, write to: Ronald C. Wilson, CRF
President, 1019 Maplewood Drive, Cedar
Falls, lA 50613.

IN MEMORIAM
ROBERTA SWICEGOOD
Roberta Swicegood died June 18th while
diving in Arch Spring, near Altoona,
Pennsylvania. Roberta was a long-time
member of the CKKC and, more recently,
caved with CRF. She was well known m the
Washington, DC area where she began caving
in 1976. She also participated in expeditions
to Puerto Rico, Bermuda, and Mexico.
Her contributions to the survey and
exploration in Roppel Cave were significant;
she had a penchant for the wet and grim. She
was a member of the 1983 Mammoth/Rappel
connection team that crossed from the Weller
Entrance to the Ferguson Entrance. A
successful 1986 dive into upstream Logsdon
River led to a major extension towards the
sinkhole plain. She served as CKKC
newsletter editor from 1982 to 1985.
In the last few years, Roberta became very
active in diving sumps and springs. In West
Virginia, she spearheaded diving efforts
resulting in the discovery of many miles of
new cave - the weekend before her death she
surveyed over 3000ft downstream from the
lower sump in Scott Hollow Cave.
Roberta strived to master everything she
embarked upon. We will miss her energy and
her love of exploration.
Jim Borden, Tom Brucker

AUGUST, 1988
GUADALUPE MOUNTAINS NATIONAL
PARK PROJECT
· On February 12, 1988, the Cave Research
Foundation and the National Park Service
entered into an Operating Agreement for
CRF research in Guadalupe Mountains
National Park, Texas.
On the occasion of the first Guadalupe
Mountains expedition on April 22 [see
report, p. 9 J, NPS Resource Management
Specialist Vidal DaVila welcomed JVs to the
fieldhouse, Ship On The Desert. These
luxurious accomodations used to be Wallace
Pratt's lodge prior to his donation of the
southern Guadalupes to the NPS. Its
location near the mouth of McKittrick Canyon
("The Most Beautiful Place in Texas") allows
relatively easy access to the front range
caves and canyons while providing a
spectacular panorama of the Guadalupes.
About two dozen small caves are known, but
most of them have not been adequately
documented. Moreover, much of the Park has
not been thoroughly explored. The potential
for caves at GM NP, less than 25 miles from
Carlsbad Cavern and Lechuguilla Cave, is
great. Is there a geological reason that
large caves should not exist at the southern
end of the Guadalupes? Geologist Dave
Jagnow had a ready answer -"Texas State
Line." The cave-prone Capitan reef is high
up the canyon walls, requiring tough hiking
and scrambling up loose, cactus-studded
rocks in desert heat. Overnight backpack
trips to the ridgetop will be required to
search some of the more remote areas of the
Park.

SUPERINTENDENT SMITH
PROMOTED
Carlsbad Caverns Superintendent Rick Smith
was recently promoted to Associate Regional
Director for Operations in the Southwest
Region. Smith, featured in an interview in
the May Newsletter, began his NPS career in
1971 and became Superintendent at Carlsbad
in APril, 1986. While cavers at Carlsbad
regret his loss, we look forward to his
greater influence in the region as a whole.
Bob Crisman has taken over as Acting
Superintendent at CCNP.
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ACADEMY OF SCIENCES ELECTS
PATTY JO WATSON
Dr. Patty Jo Watson was recently elected to ·
membership in the National Academy of
Sciences, the country's premier honorary
society for scientists. Dr. Watson was
recognized for 30 years of research in
anthropology, including major contributions
to understanding the origin of horticulture
in North America and the Near East,
archaeological theory and ethnoarchaeology
(the study of living groups to determine how
human behaviour effects archaeological
sites>. She has been on the staff at
Washington University, St Louis since 1969,
becoming professor in 1973.
Dr. Watson, a long-time member of CRF, is
an expert in the study and interpretation of
paleo-Indian cultures. She is well known for
her work at Mammoth Cave National Park and
throughout Kentucky and Tennessee on the
people who used the extensive cave systems
some 4000 years ago. Dr. Watson is author
or co-author of scores of scholarly articles
and eight books, including Archeology of the
Mammoth Cave Area and The Prehistory of
Salts Cave. Kentucky. She originated the
annual Archaeology at Mammoth Cave course
sponsored by Western Kentucky University.
Our sincerest congratulations to Dr. Watson.

SARAH BISHOP APPOINTED TO
NATIONAL PARKS COMMISSION
Sarah Bishop, a Director of CR F, is serving
as the Vice-Chair of the Commission on
Research and Resource Management Policy in
the National Park System. The Commission,
convened by the National Parks and
Conservation Association, is composed of
research scientists, historians, and others
knowledgeable about Park Service research
and resources. The Commission will publish
a draft report for public comment in
November.
If you have any interest, or know anyone who
is interested, in contributing to the
deliberations of this group, let Sarah know
(4916 Butterworth Place, Washington, D.C.
20016; 202-244-6841>.
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1988 CRF KARST FELLOWSHIP
AWARDS
One of the most rewarding activities of the
Cave Research Foundation 1s the annual
karst graduate fellowship competition. Each
year. CR F sponsors a program of fellowships
and grants awarded to students conducting
graduate research in a karst-related field.
The proposals are circulated among a panel
of reviewers, and awards are made in mid
April. Ten proposals were received in 1988
and flve were funded.
*** Richard S. Toomey, University of Texas,
Austin, 1s awarded a $2500 Fellowship for
his proposal, "Halls Cave Project:
Paleoenvironmental reconstruction of the
Pleistocene and Holocene of Central Texas."
The multidisciplinary research involves
study of a well-stratified deposit of clastic
sediment containing vertebrate remains,
surface derived clay, and pollen. This will
make an important contribution to
understanding the Pleistocene - Holocene
climate transition 1n the southwestern U.S.
u• Jerry R. Miller, Southern Illinois

UniversitY, Carbondale, is awarded a $1000
Fellows~1iP for his proposal, "Fluvial
geomorphic controls on karst evolution in the
Crawford Upland and Mitchell Plain,
south-central Indiana". Mr. Miller is
developing a model which explains the role
of fluvial systems in the initiation and
development of karst landforms. Twelve
watersheds will be analyzed for basin shape
and relief, assemblage of fluvial and karst
landforms, and characterizations of
hydrologic and sedimentary regimes . These
indicators will show how fluvial channels of
karstified areas respond to alterations in
the supply of water and sediments.
***Christine Hensley-Martin, Washington
UniversitY, St. Louis, is awarded a grant of
$1,000 for her proposal "Prehistoric
hunters--gatherers and their transition to
plant husbandry: an example from the
Eastern woodlands". Among the hypotheses
to be tested is the notion that the Middle
Green River Valley of central Kentucky,
including both the karst area and the shell
mound district, 1s one subsistence
settlement system. Small open-air sites of
presumed short-term use will be evaluated
to determine their periods of occupation,
seasonal activities, and the nature of the
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subsistence base; the research is an
important step towards a regional synthesis
of the prehistory of central Kentucky.
***Stephen R. Kraemer, Indiana University,
Bloomington, is awarded a grant of $1,000
for his proposal "Regional modeling of
ground water in carbonate terrain: joint
controlled flow in the Indiana karst". Mr.
Kraemer's study includes an interactive
computer program that will help build and
test models of flow in fractured aquifer
systems.
*** James H. Smith, Western Kentucky
University, Bowling Green, receives a $1,000
grant for his proposal "Hydrologic
Investigation of the Sistema Huautla
drainage basin, Oaxaca, Mexico". Mr. Smith
will use dye tracing to test the hypothesis
that Cueva de la Pena Colorado is the
resurgence of Sistema Huautla, and to
establish whether the remaining unconnected
25 kilometers of mapped watercourses are
part of the Sistema Huautla.
I wish the recipients all the best as each
pursues a promising avenue of inquiry. The
program is underwritten by the CRF
Endowment Fund. Please help support the
Foundation in a truly noble cause by making
a tax-deductable contribution to the Fund,
and know that your dollars are backing
quality graduate research on karst related
phenomena.
John C. Tinsley
Chair, CRF Science Committee

CRF AT PARK RESEARCH MEETING
The National Park Service's 14th Annual
Scientific Research Meeting of the Uplands
Areas, Southeast Region was held May 12
and 13 at Great Smoky Mountains National
Park. Three CRF members gave
presentations on cave site studies. Thomas
Poulson discussed terrestrial cave
communities in Mammoth Cave and presented
a proposed protocol for assessing water
quality using biotic indices. Patty Jo
Watson described implications of
archaeological remains in the Mammoth Cave
System, and Phil DiBlasi gave a brief
summary of archaeological investigations at
the Floyd Collins birthplace on Flint Ridge.

AUGUST, 1 988
SURVEY CALCULATION FOR
<ALMOST> EVERYONE
In the FebruarY Newsletter, Eric Compas
reported a convenient survey data program
for Apple 11 computers. Now owners of IBM
PCs and their clones, and of Macmtosh
computers can join in the fun.
DATA REDUCTION FOR IBM-PCs •..
I have recently started an update of the
Hawkins River <Mammoth Cave> map, which
necessitates reducing large amounts of
surveY data. Since I don ' t have access to an
Apple computer I couldn't use Eric Compas '
excellent Cave Recorder program , and one
look at the advanced Basic used by Eric
convinced me not to try rewriting Cave
Recorder for my IBM -PC clone. Instead I
have coerced Lotus 1-2-3 to do the
calculations. I have a spreadsheet templet
which easily and quickly calculates
coordinates, and can be induced to close
loops in a somewhat cumbersome manner.
More polish will be added as I have time.
The spreadsheet makes data entry and
editing easy and efficient. The same ease in
editing extends to the formulae for the
calculations, and therein lies the major
pitfall. In Eric 's program you are insulated
from the formulae; in the spreadsheet, you
can accidentally change them and you will
likelY still get an answer, perhaps close
enough that you won 't notice the error.
The spreadsheet was not complicated to
develop, therefore if you know enough to use
it and staY out of trouble, you could probably
write it yourself. I will, though, share the
templet with anyone who wants it for a
diskette (360K 5 1/4 in.> or $1 plus postage.
The templet will work with all versions of
Lotus 1-2-3, with Mosaic's Twin, and
probably with Lotus Symphony. Check the
results against survey data reduced by your
current method. Happy drafting.
Bob Osburn
... AND FOR THE MACINTOSH
Howard Kalnitz and David Sides have
developed a survey calculation program to
run on the Macintosh. The program will
calculate coordinates and print out line
plots. It is not yet capable of loop closures,
but a closure routine is under development.
The program is available to JVs as "CRF
Shareware"; a copy may be obtained from
David Sides on receipt of a 3 1/2" disk. <20 14
Beth Drive , Cape Girardeau, MO 63701)
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CARLSBAD PRELIMINARY MAPS
NEAR COMPLETION
A senes of 13 Carlsbad Cavern quad r angles
are being drawn at a scale of 1in = 50ft. The
goal is to include all available plan-view
surveys, with floor detail, on penc11led
vellums. The preliminary maps will then be
reduced by a factor of two, to fit on 11" x
17" pages. A book of reduced scale maps will ·
be available for about $4. They w1ll also be
available at full scale for about $30 a set.
The 1988 preliminary version will serve as
an intermediate product. The next phases of
production will be grid tightening and inking.
Computer programs will distribute the errors
in the survey points. We are using the
SMAPS prog~am and a program written by J 1m
Hardy. In addition , Gar y Petrie of the
Lechuguilla proJe ct has generous! v offered
his program to assist in data manipulation.
The preliminary ve.rsion has been tightene d
only in selected local areas. To expand t o
larger areas will require putting the entire
Carlsbad Cavern data base on computer. We
have recently converted about 8000 cards of
data and programs to a floppy disk. These
cards were laboriously Punched by Fntz i and
Jim HardY and John Corcoran 20 years ago.
We also have more recent data on disks
entered by Bob Buecher and Dave Dell. In
all , about 50% of the data 1s now on disks.
The spinoffs of having the data on computer
will include a myriad of statistical
information, and the ability to generate CAD
projections of the cave from various points
of view.
Following grid tightening, we will proceed to
a "final" inking. This will be a ma Jor·
milestone for the CRF Guadalupe Escarpment
Area. This milestone may be reached by July
1989.
The primary workers on the quadrangle
upgrade project are Ron Lipinski. Dave Dell,
Dick Venters, Jerry Atkinson, Laura Reeves ,
and Ron Bridgeman. In addition , a large
number of JVs have been forced into
field-chec king trips. and have responded
wonderfully.
Ron Lipinski
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EXPEDITIONS
MAMMOTH CAVE
Easter Expedition. April1-2
Leader. Rtck Olson
Desptte abysmal weather, 41 cavers racked
1500ft of new survey and 1900ft of
r-esurvey, worked on narrative descr1ptlon,
and b10log1cal pro._1ects, and made
im Provements to the buildings.
UJJ

In Flint Ridge, 680ft was surveyed in a maze
of pits and craw ls at Union Shafts: anotherday 's work remains. In Sm ith Avenue several
err-oneous compass readings were reshot: the
same crew recorded airflow direction and
stalactite drip rates near the Keller Shafts.
The Grund Trail was studied for Richard
Zopf's description of the area. The passage
relationships are complex and difficult to
unravel.
In Mammotr1 Cave Ridge, two trips went to
the discovery made last month off
downstream Mammoth River. The first was
cut short due to illness. but on the second
trip, 540ft was mapped in a profusion of
gypsum. A few leads remain in this delicate
area. A party resketc:hed 90 stations in
Logan Avenue and sur·veyed a cutaround in
Fox Avenue. A vertical cre1..., surveyed down
the pit that drains the Cathedral Domes
complex. did some Tarzan style ropework to
check leads in the wall of the Domes, and
finished the survey of Bishop's Way
extension at the top. One thousand feet of
Niller Avenue was remapped: this relatively
unexcttinq assignment is needed for the new
maps in progress, and the work is greatly
apprec1ated. Soon we will be able to view
Mammoth Cave in greater detail than ever
before, and that will be exciting.
There was a geological trip to Solitary Cave
m H1storic Mammoth. and to the New
D1scovery entrance passage to study
stratigraphy and paleohydrology. The two
passages appear to have once been
continuous: and since the NPS attempted to
connect them by e xca vatwn some decades
ago, we now know as much as theY did then!
Another trip went to Solitary Cave to finish
up a survey at the Cataracts and to study
the re lationship between Coral Grove and
the rest of Solitary Cave. Work continued on
the New Entrance st rati graphy; the main
mtssion was to dete rmi ne whether certam

layers are limestone or dolomite. A team
investigated a recent collapse in Hunt's Sink,
finding two smaller sinks within the larger.
and a small amount of cave with unstable
breakdown.
A small cave inventory crew found and
sketched a small shelter. A large team of
biologists attempted a biosurvey in
Mammoth River, but the stream was too high.
Biologists Larry Mallory and Karl
Rusterholtz, Memphis State University, went
to the Lucy 's Dome area to search for
microbiological study sites.
There were two excellent talks. Jerry Lewis
lectured on stream pollution ecology; his
purpose was to stimulate thought on water
quality at MCNP. Art and Peggy Palmer
discussed the petrology and mineralogy of
the rock formations at Mammoth Cave - their
talk was illustrated with conventional slides
interspersed with projections of actual thin
sections of rock samples.
Improvements were made to the buildings
and grounds. Roger McClure patched and
painted the large bunkroom in the Collins
House; Phil DiBlasi hung shades in the
Austin House for daylight slide programs;
Tim Schafstall spent a full day on outdoor
maintainance. Buz Grover did an outstanding
job as camp manager. The kitchen support
crew <Rita Cates, Claire Wood, Monica
McAndrews> was indispensible. These kinds
of contributions make it possible to field and
feed large numbers of cavers.
[Survey Crews: Union Shafts - Bob Osburn,
Mel Park, Eric Compas, Jim Detterline;
Smith Avenue - Scott House, Randy Grover,
Harry Grover; Grund Trail - Richard Zap£,
Jim DetterlinekSteve Toomes; Mammoth
River- 1> Jim aufman~1 Roger McClure.
Ralph Earlandson; - 2> nel
Park, Julie ·
Sotsky, Kevin Downs; Logan Avenue - Tom
Brucker, Dave Hill, Richard Hand; Cathedral
Domes- Jim Borden, Steve Collins, Ralph
Earlandson; Miller Avenue -Howard Kalnitz,
Bev Graves, Jim Greer; Solitary Cave
geolo9y - Art & Peggy Palmer, Stefanie Fry,
Rick Olson; Solitary Cave survey - Rick
Olson, Stefanie Fry, Harry Grover, Randy
Grover; New Entrance -George Wood,
Monica McAndrews. Rita Cates; Hunt's Sink
- Buz Grover, Dave Hill1, Monica McAndrews;
small cave inventory -Kevin Taylor<NPS>,
George Deike, Karla Bradshaw, Geoff Park;
Mamm01:h River bloiogy - Jerry Lewis, Carla
Lochner, Tom Poulson, Larry MallorY, Karl
Rusterholtz, Rick Olson; Rhoda's Arcade
biology- George Deike, Larry Mallory, Karl
Rusterholtz.J
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MaY Expedition, May 28-29
Leader, Buz Grover
Sixty-eight cavers attended the May
expedition, most of whom made it
underground. In Mammoth Cave Ridge,
mappers worked on widelY scattered areas.
The S-survev in Cocklebur Avenue was
resketched , several leads were scratched off
the list, and a few more added. The hanging
surveys of Rodger's Avenue and Rhoda's
Arcade were tied together at Julia's Dome,
and the detailed survey along the old
Silliman Avenue tour trail was continued.
Loops were closed to finish the resurvey of
Boone Avenue. Two crews worked on the
downstream end of a long replacement
survey for Belfry Avenue (the south flank
low level trunk); several new leads and many
historic signatures were noted.
Three crews went to Mammoth River. One
learned about wet, muddy caving at the
unexplored uPstream limit; thev found that
the upper level of the recently discovered
canvon ended in a pretty calcite choke, but a
wet stream passage continued at low level;
as they weren't wearing wet suits, they left
it for another trip. A second crew sorted
out a small labyrinth of overflow channels in
the central maze section. Some ugly
squeezes kept the third group from reaching
their dO\-vnstream objective, but they tidied
up a few loose ends.
A party headed to the L-survey in upstream
Hawkins River (see MaY Newsletter p8).
They surveyed 800ft of new passage. A
surface survey to tie the Dovel Valley
entrance to the Frozen Niagara entrance was
started: the survey will put Hawkins River
on the map. The crew learned more about
ticks than they wanted to know.
In Flint Ridge, a large project area was
opened with a trip to start a resurvey of
Lehrberger Avenue, part of the Colossal/
Salts/ Unknown link. In addition. Colossal's
Bedquilt entrance was excavated. Jim
Borden is the coordinator for this project.
Elsewhere on Flint Ridge, a crew worked on
fixing a persistent pr-oblem with the
elevation data between the Austin and
Unknown entrances. This traverse was
surveyed before clinometer backsights
became routine, and the crew found
significant errors along Lower Crouchway
off Pohl Avenue.
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Three parties went to Buffalo Creek Cave on·
the Green River's North side. The
downstream end sumped after 350ft.
Consecutive parties extended the upstream
limit by 1500+ft.: the cave is still going. In
Smith Valley Cave, a party of climbers
scaled a dome to an intriguing hole but alas,
the hole turned out to be an alcove.
There was a trip to record historic
signatures, and to examme artifacts in
Cascade Hall, Silliman Avenue and Valley
Way Side Cut. A party of biologists ran an
invertebrate census in Cathedral Domes and
Mammoth River. The Lucy's Dome area was
again examined for potential sites for a
microbiology project.
Thanks to Dave Hill and Monica McAndrews
for help in the kitchen , to Michael McMurray,
for replacing the water pump, and to Tim
Schafstall, Scott House and Mick Sutton for
assistance in assembling cave parties. The
expedition was host to Chen Jiang,
hYdrologist from the Institut_e of Karst
Geology, Guilin, China, who is on sabbatical
at the Florida Sinkhole Research Institute,
Orlando , FL. Mr Chen was impressed with
the professionalism of the survey and
cartography program at MC.
[Survey crews:- Cocklebur Ave.- Gail
Wagner, Gary Leindecker, Karl Rusterholz;
Silliman Ave.- Mick Sutton. Sue Ha~an, Bev
Graves: Boone Ave.- Doug Baker. ueorge
Wood, Larry Mallory: Belfry Ave.- UTom
Brucker, John Novak, Mike Reilly , Roger
McClure: 2)Doug Baker , Bob Selika, Lee
Sneed; Mammoth River- UGail Wagner. Jeff
Arp, Bill Baus:- 2)M ick Sutton, Sue Hagan,
John Danovich, Dave Hanson:- 3)Mel Park.
Ralph Earlandson, Gary Leindecker: Hawkins
River - Bob Osburn, Julie Sotsky. Ralph
Earlandson: surface survey - Bob Osburn,
Julie Sotsky, Dave White: Lehrberger Ave.Jim Borden, Mel Park, Jeff Arp, Dave White:
Bedquilt- Jim Borden, Tom Brucker, Harry
Grover 1 Randy Grover, Don Baumgartner.
Chen J1ang:
Lower Crouchway - Rick Olson,
Chen Jiang, Harry Grover, Randy Grover, Don
Baumgartner ; Buffalo Creek -- UBill Baus ,
Loretta Godfrey, John Danovich Karla
Bradshaw: - 2)Stan Sides. Dale Galloway,
Greq Jones: - 3)Norm Pace, Rick Olson. Greq
Jones: Smith Valley - Marc Rocklin. Fish Brooks , Dave Sides: Historic sigs.- Phil
DiBlasi Jan Hemberger 1 Ed Lisowski, Mike
Cohen, Phil Lewis, Suha1mi Sani: bio-census
- Jerry Lewis, Marla Hall, Nancy Delaney:
Lucy's Dome- Larry Mallory, Karl
Rusterholz , Mike McMurray, Howard Kalnitz.J
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LILBURN
APril Expedition, APril 29 - May 1
Leader, Peter Basted
The first expedition of 1988 was marked by
se veral snowstorms after a relatively dry
winter. At a lead in the CrYstal Crawl area,
a party found a series of breakdown rooms
and eventually connected to the West Stream
complex, netting 250ft in 24 stations. Side
leads in the Lake Room area accounted for 56
stations and 440ft. A short loop was closed
during an entrance to entrance trip, and a
short side lead near the Meyer entrance was
surveYed. In Cedar Cave, conditions were
too wet and windy to survey, so a party
worked on stabilizing breakdown and looking
for leads. The occurence of two dry winters
in a row should make for favorable
conditions to push the upstream and
downstream ends of Lilburn later this year.
[Survey Crews: Crystal Crawl - Peter
Basted, Brent Ort, Glen Malliet: Lake Room
- Peter Basted, Glenn Malliet: through-tripJohn Tinsley, Brent Ort, Mike Quirk; Meyer
Entrance - Peter Basted, Mike Quirk, Glenn
Malliet: Cedar Cave - Bill F arr, Carol
Vesely, Howard Hurtt.]

Memorial DaY Expedition. May 29-31
Leader, Dave DesMarais
The expedition was well attended. About
1200ft was surveyed in Lilburn Cave,
bringing the length to over 9.5 miles. This
is less than on previous Memorial Day
expeditions, refle cting the fact that most of
the large passages have now been surveyed.
Many of those remaining are small, muddy, or
far from an entrance.
A party began resurveying the passage from
Yellow Floored Domes to Mud Grotto, finding
several unsurveyed side rooms, and netting
320ft. In the same area, a 150ft long
passage was resurveyed. A party went to
the Schreiber Complex to try to finish
mopping up side leads. They surveyed 460ft
in this very mazy area, but there are many
more passages for a future trip. Continued
mop-up survey in the River Pit area netted
11Oft. A short side passage near the
Historic Entrance was surveyed for 75ft.

A hydrological crew tried to measure stream
flow, and to find a site for a permanent
recorder. They also mapped 1OOft in a lead
near the Hex Room. Three new sinkholes
near Cedar Cave were surveyed, but no
tephra deposits <volcanic ash used as an age
marker> were found. Finally, there was a
trip to photograph speleothems in the Bacon
Rind Room.
[Survey Crews: Yellow Floored Domes t>Peter Basted, Bill Franz, B Stickney; 2>Dave DesMarais, Dave Deamer; Schreiber
Complex - Peter & Ann Basted, Dave Cowan;
River Pit - John Tinsley, Cindy Heazlit, Stan
Bissell, Vern Smith; Historic Entrance -Bill
& Jefferson Franz, Gretchen Reinhart, B
Stickney; Hydrolo_gy- Gary Mele, Mike
Spiess, Gretchen Reinhart: Sinkholes - John
Tinsley, Cindy Heazli t; photo trip - Dave
Deamer et al.J
Correspondent -Peter Basted.

GUADALUPES
March EKpedition, March 19-20
Leader, Bill Ziegler
The 14 participants worked mosty on field
checking ~he Carlsbad quadrangles. One crew
checked Bat Cave and added the guano mining
debris to the map. More work is needed in
the middle section; the back and front
sections are complete. The Devil's Mound
map was checked, the visitors trail placed on
it, and the Music Room balcony tied in. A
breakdown maze was discovered beneath a
large boulder.
Detail was added to the Lunch Room and Left
Hand Tunnel maps. A dry stream bed was
discovered under the breakdown between the
Lunch Room and Grape Arbor. In the Big
Room, detail was added to the visitors trail
maps [see page 1 J, and the maps were field
checked from the Trail Junction to the Polar
Regions. The Lower Cave portion of the
Jumping Off Place was resketched; more work
is needed here. In Mabel's Room, 300ft of
boneyard was mapped, 200ft of it being new
survey. All the leads here will require very
skinny people.
There was also work on the cricket project.
The Big Room transects were checked - most
of the traps were empty. The locations of
trash cans were added to the Big Room maps
for future cricket studies.
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Spring Expedition, April 17
Leader, Dave Dell
Ten cavers showed up for this short
expedition to Carlsbad Cavern. In Left Hand
Tunnel. sixty feet of boneyard was surveyed
just inside the LHT entrance gate. The
passage got too tight for the crew - a team
of small people is needed to complete the
estimated 1OOft of survey. More boneyard
leads were found in Pickle Alley , but it
wasn ' t clear which of them needed work.
Interesting mineral observations in this
area included celestite, gypsum flowers, and
possibly sulfur. In the New Section, the
current map was field checked along the trail
to the White Giant. The map appears to be
fairly accurate. No new leads were found.
Work continued on Diana Northrup's cricket
study. Traps were set at the transect
locations in the Big Room and Left Hand
Tunnel , and were examined the next day.
The trapped insects were recorded, marked
and released. The locations of traps in Sand
Passage in the New Section were plotted on
the map.
Geological observations were attempted in a
new Pit below Talcum Passage for Mike
Queen 's fossil assemblage studies. Owing
to secondary deposits, the bedrock exposed
in the pit proved to be of no use. Airflow
directions were noted by recording corrosion
surface and popcorn orientation.

Guadalupe Mountains National Park April 24
Leader, Jerry Atkinson
The first CRF "GUMO" expedition [see
article, p3J got off to a good start , with ten
JVs in attendance. Two groups hiked in
McKittrick Canyon. They located over 10
holes in South McKittrick Canyon, the
majority of which did not go. Three were
large shelters enveloped in the Capitan
fore-reef near the canyon bottom. The more
cave-prone Capitan reef is situated higher
up the canyon walls and should be targeted
on future forays.
Another group explored and mapped Collapse
Dome Cave , a vertical maze formed by
progressive ceiling collapse into a lower
chamber. The cave has a vertical range of
83ft. and is formed in the Capitan fore-reef.
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Strong airflow emanates from the lower
breakdown area. A fourth group looked for
Majestic Ice Cave, but found that the official
location needs to be updated. After five
hours of cliff-scaling they finally spotted
the entrance in the next canyon over from
where it was supposed to be. It was too late
in the day to reach the cave.
The day culminated in a large fajita and
chicken feast catered by CRF for Park
personnel and JVs at Ship On The Desert.
Twenty-five people attended, with Ron Kerbo
acting as impromptu master of ceremonies.
Terry Bolger, Bill Greenlee, and Pat
Kambesis are commended for providing an
exceptional barbecue.

[We have only just received the following
report, and apologize for its being belated.
If anyone can tell us about the November
Guadalupes expedition~ we'd appreciate
hearing from you. MS/::;HJ
July Expedition 1987
Leader, Cyndi Masch Seanor
The 18 participants worked on mapping and
scientific pro jects in Carlsbad Cavern.
Laser profiles were run 1n Main Corridor and
the Mystery Room, and a level-tube survey
of the Remarkable Crack was made. Modest
amounts of passage were mapped in the Cave
Pearl Room and New Section. A fissure lead
off the sulfur room in Left Hand Tunnel was
mapped for about 70ft laterally and 80ft
vertically. Floor de tail was added to the
New Mexico Room map.
Studies were made of celestite and native
sulfur, more beaded helictites were found,
and dogtooth spar crystals apparently
replaced by siltstone were observed. Petri
dishes throughout the cave were collected
for monitoring particulate distribution,
silver monitors were collected for the
detection of H2 s or so 2 , and work on the
cricket studies went forward.

MISSOURI, April through June
Work resumed on the long - term survey,
headed by Doug Baker, of Powder Mill Creek
Cave. Powder Mill, owned by the state
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Department of Conservation, is a major
dendritic stream cave -the longest known in
the Current River country. It is a winter
sanctuary for Indiana bats, and is open at
other times only for research. The
main-line survey was extended for 800ft
into the "third watercrawl", a feature that
formed an endurance barrier in the days the
cave was open to general caving; information
on this section of the cave is scanty. One
good lead was noted - a low side passage
that blew a lot of air.
A confidential site on the Mark Twain
National Forest (another Baker project), saw
a 430ft extension via an awkward climb into
continuing, unexplored stream passage.
Panther Cave, also on the MTN F, was
loca ted, but its entrance was choked with
flood debris. There was a preliminary visit
to a confusing group of small caves along the
St Francois River in the MTNF Rock Pile
Mountain Wilderness.
Two mapping trips went to KellY_ Hollow
Cave. The main passage is a large dry trunk,
60ft wide and 40ft high, rather like a piece
of Mammoth Cave displaced to the Ozarks.
Although the cave is frequently visited, one
party discovered a small but very pretty
unentered room. Part of Indian Creek in Iron
County was field-che cked, in less than ideal
weather, for caves. The stream is destined
to be buried under a 700 acre tailings pond if
a recent Forest Service proposal is
implemented. Perhaps fortunately, no caves
were found.
There was above-ground activity on two
State Park projects. Field work was
completed for the large-scale topographic
map of Grand Gulf, a spectacular karstic
gorge in southern Missouri. The 1:600 map
will show the relationship of the open gorge
to cave passage remnants. Notes were taken
for a topographic overlay of Devil's Ice Box,
a long stream cave in Rock Bridge State Park.
On the Ozark National Scenic Riverways, two
unre corded caves on the Ja cks Fork were
mapped; the larger of them was 150ft long.
Scott House led a tour of the trail in Round
Spring Cavern , the NPS commercial cave on
the Current River , for a group of seasonal
rangers, some of whom will be guiding tours
in the cave. This should lead to a more
educational experience for the paying public.
Mick Sutton

CARLSBAD RESTORATION
The 1988 Carlsbad Cavern Restoration
Project began a very successful five day
effort June 6th. Thirty-four cavers from the
CRF, NSS, and NPS donated 1670 hours. The
project ended with many tired but satisfied
volunteers. All worked well together.
Five areas were restored: <1> Longfellow's Bathtub from Rock of Ages up to the
pit and back-hole area; <2> Fairy land, from
the cave ice area to a previously restored
section; (3) a large pit requiring vertical
gear, after the Sword of Damocles; (4)
Caveman Junction area, from the Breast of
Venus to the Junction; and (5) the largest
restored area, in the vicinity of the
Caveman. Sixteen cubic yards of material
was removed from 870 square yards of floor,
along a visitor trail length of 140 yards.
Silt, mud, broken speleothems and sand were
carried in buckets or wheelbarrowed to the
Breast of Venus and Texas Trail dump pits.
All other debris (broken glass, wood, burned
matches, etc.) were carried to the surface
for disposal. All the pit debris was checked
for historical value and recorded; a few
historical artifacts were recovered. Among
the items found were a 1940 Liberty dime, a
1930 "Bud" beer can, and a necklace which
may date to the 1930's or 40's.
I wish to thank each participant for their
patience, kindness, and the supreme effort
put forth to make this a very memorable and
successful project. I am also grateful to the
National Park Service for all the assistance
and latitude they gave me and the
volunteers.
Richard F. Venters

WHITE SNOWBALLS
Mammoth Cave Superintendent Mihalic has
initiated a project to clean the Snowball
Dining Room ceiling this fall. Tests
conducted for the past two years by Tom and
Cathy Aley of the Ozark Underground
Laboratory have shown that the badly
blackened areas can be restored to nearly
their original appearance using a
combination of bleach and water. Originally
white and light brown in color, the gypsum
Snowballs have become coated over the past
30 years with a black growth, primarily fungi
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and algi. The Snowballs have been a famous
attractwn since the1r d1scovery in the 1840 ' s
and are a major stoPPing pmnt on the
Half-Day Tour. Alexander Bullitt (Rambles
in the Mammoth Cave, During the Year_184_11
said of them. "If a hundred rude school boys
had ... completed their day's sport bY
throv-11n9 a thousand snow-balls against U1e
root, ~r~hile an equal number were scattered
about the floor, and all petrified. it would
have pr·esented pre ci sely suc~1 a s cene as YOU
wit ness in this room of nature ' s frolics."
The present day v1sitor will have the cha nce
to view U1e Snowballs much as Bullitt saw
them.
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Normal Un iversit Y. I particularlY wis~1 to
thank Ch inese e xpedition leaders Pr-ofessor
Wang <IKG) and Professor Mo \SSSCNUl.
FinallY , I want to thank those organizations
that helped sponsor the e:~oed1tion. Thei r
assistance was instrumental in making the
endeavor a success. Financial assistance
was prov1ded by the Cave Resea rc h
Foundat ion. National Geographic Society.
Japan Airlines , and Jim Click Automotive
Group of Tucson. EqUlpment donations came
from Suunto, PMl, Gibbs, Bob & Bob, J . E.
Weinel, Koh-I-Noor, Sked co, and Bob 's
Bargain Barn of Tucson.
Ron Kerbo is 1n charge of the next \ 1990)
expedition; please direct inquiries to him.
<Drawer T , Carlsbad. NM 88220l
Ron Bridgeman

o-~--

TONGTIANLUO
(BASKET OF HEAVEN!

CHINA EXPEDITION '88 PUBLICATION DUE SEPTEMBER
The main coverage of the March expedition
to the People 's Republi c of China will be
presented in a special CRF' publication to be
available by tt:le end of September. The
car tographers have already comPleted
prelimmary maps of all the surveyed caves.
The draft for Tongtianluo is stwwn here.
t1eanwhile, I want to thank the expedition
members for their efforts. The team was
e xtremelY comPatlble and ~;~ere excellent
re presentatives of the F'oundatwn. The CRF'
Tea m •.--1as: Ron Bridgeman. expedition
leader: Bob Bue cher. ass1stant leader and
chief cartoqrapher: Dave Jagnow, geolog y:
Cal 'Welbourn, biology ; Ron Kerbo. funding
and equiPment: Debbie Buecher, cartography;
Jim Goodbar, verti cal equipment: Phil
Whitfield. safetY and rescue: Ian Baren,
translator: Jirn Eller, communi ca tions: Mike
Taylor, writer: Ron S1mmons, photographer.

PLAN VIEW
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ROPE DROP

As this was a cooperative venture with our
Chinese counterparts, I want to emphasize
that the expedition was successful in large
part due to the planning and hard work by
members of the Institute of Karst Geolog y
and the Speleological SocietY of South China
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AN INTERVIEW WITH RON KERBO

This is the second of three interviews
with peoPle at the interface between the
Nat1onal Park Service and the caving
wmmumtv. The Purpose is to exPlore the
changing attitudes of the NPS and cavers
toward one another· over the past two
decades. The mterview wi tt-1 former
Corlsb a1j Caverns Superintendent Rick Smith
CMav Newsletter] showed that the NPS has
mcreasrng respect for the cavinq communitY.
At t r1e same trme tr1e NPS is und~ergolng a ·
tundamental change. from emphasizing simple
orote ct10n to olav ing a role in interpretrng
caves and encouraging therr use. The latter
asPect is emphasized In the present
Inter vJ eH with Ronal Kerbo, the Cave
Resour ce Spe cJalJst at Carlsbad.
Ron be gan caving in the mid 60 ' s in the
qvpsurn caves along the Pecos River. NM.
Over the ne xt seve·r·al vears he caved
tr1r ouq hout the v-1est as a self-styled cave
bum and oil £reid v-1orker. He became active
vn th CR f<' in 197 3 and was appointed Cave
Resour ce Specialist at CCNP in 1976. Recent
Pro je cts md ude the 1988 CRF China
Ex pedition, the balloon- assrsted climb to
the Spirit World In Carlsbad Cavern [see
P1 J. and oublrcation of a book of poems. Bat
wlnrs af)d Spider Eves mat Wing
. -PUD!cattOns. 1986). Kerbo is a strong voice
WI thm the NPS for the caving communitY.
No(·m Pace - ·
·
NP: Would you summarize your goals in
the NPS? Can you foresee a national
comrnittment of the NPS toward cave
resour·ce management. and the committment
of vourse If to such a program ?
RK: MY pe rsonal goal IS to remain
rnvolved with caves. I would enjoy
mteracting With other NPS areas that have
·~a ves , but I have no asPirations outside
involvement witt-1 caves.
I am very happy about the direction I see
cave management moving in the NPS. I have
heard pos1t1ve statements about caves and
cave policY from various superintendents as
well as from the regional offices. I would be
ve ry Int e rested in being involved with a
national caving program. I do believe the
NPS is moving in that direction.
NP: From your perspective as a caver
tnsrde the NPS, why do cavers often put off
Park authorities?
RK : well, I've heard cavers referred to as
"the more abandoned of the luna tic fringe" that obviously puts off the typical NPS
offi ci al. But there are things beyond that.
Caves are invisible. and their scientific
aspect and role in the ecosystem are widely
misunderstood. Caves are feared. both by
the general Public and by unenlightened NPS
people. So if the typical ranger cannot or
Will not enter caves. because they don ' t have

the proper training or equipment or
understanding, then they are going to
mistrust the recreational caver.
When you consider cavers' feelings of
possessiveness and the fact that their
knowledge often exceeds that of the rangers
who control the caves, you get into the
age-old problem of "turf". Cavers feel that
the caves belong to them; the ranger, on the
other hand, feels that the caves are his to
manage, and since you can't see them the
best way to manage them is with gates.
NP: What are some of the key elements
that have changed the attitudes of the NPS
and the caving community toward one another
over the past decade or so?
RK: I am convinced that the NPS, at least
here at Carlsbad Caverns, feels now that
cavers are our greatest allies in the
conservation and protection of caves. That
is a fairly recent development.
There used to be no liaison between the
caving community and the NPS. The most
innovative thing that has happened in the
NPS history of cave management is the
creation at Carlsbad Caverns of a position
for someone to act as that liaison. A great
deal of credit goes to Dr. Milford Fletcher,
ln our regional office, who supported the
Cave Specialist position here. He was the
first to recognize that the position should be
used in other National Parks also.
CRF activities have been important in
several Parks. I 've heard Lorraine
Mintzmeir, when she was Superintendent at
Buffalo National River, say that the NPS
gets 10-15 times more out of CR F than they
put into it. CRF is a clear example of
professionalism on the part of the caving
community.
From 1975, when there was open host iii ty
between the NPS and organized caving
groups, I have seen a turnaround. For me,
the real watershed was in 1978, when the
National Cave Management Symposium came
to Carlsbad. Cavers and NPS personnel who
had been distinctly negative toward me in
1977 were more open and accepting. I
believe the National Cave Management
Symposia have added nationaly to the NPS
what the Cave Specialist position did here at
Carlsbad.
NP: What is the best way for a caver or
group of cavers to develop a project in a
National Park? Is it best to proceed on their
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own or to work through an existing group
such as CRF?
RK: Certainly the easiest way is to work
within the framework of CRF. It's easier for
the NPS, because of the national agreement
with CRF. However, I emphasize that anyone
who has a pro.Ject of sufficient merit is
eligible to work in Park caves. The NPS will
determine the merit of the project.
Independent cavers ,Just have to understand
that the NPS will expect the same thing they
get from CRF - a level of professionalism
that will deliver a product. It's also
important to realize that the project must be
a cooperative effort between the cavers and
the NPS.
NP: CRF is often perceived from without
- and sometimes even from within -as a
monolithic organization that does not want
to interact with other groups. Where do you
stand on that?
RK: I think that except for the NSS, the
CRF has been the most important caving
organization to develop in the U.S. I see
CR F different! y now than when I became a
JV in 1973. At that time I, too, felt that
CRF was an elitist organization of
supercavers that the rest of us couldn't fit
into. I now view it as an organization made
up of a wide varietY of cavers with a
committed interest and with broad expertise.
I think it would be a good idea if CRF would
dispel the perception that it is an elitist
organization. I've often wondered, for
examPle. 1-1hy \"--e don't have a column in the
NSS News with the latest work CRF is doing.
There 1s also an arrogance in some CRF
cavers that we have to overcome. I recall
bemg told by a couple of JVs that we were
sett1ng a dangerous precedent by allowing
recreational use of the caves at Carlsbad
Caverns. I have never understood whY some
think it is alright for us to cave in Carlsbad
and Mammoth, but not for the recreational
caver to do so. We have to move through
those caves in the same manner that the
recreational caver does. I think it important
to encourage recreational caving. because
where else is the future of CRF going to
come from if we don't attract cavers who
feel that they may not be welcomed?
NP: So what can CRF do to improve the
status of recreational caving on NPS lands?
RK: One way would be to encourage a
program for recreational use of some caves
in the Parks. I think that we in the NPS are
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moving that way, but there has been a lot of
hostility on both sides. For example, I
believe some Tennessee cavers brought a
lawsuit against Mammoth Cave National Park
to force them to allow access to some caves
outside the main system. That is a sad
state of affairs. It is important for CRF to
make sure that there is an openness with the
caving community.
When I came to Carlsbad Caverns, the
management program consisted of
establishing an inventory of caves so that
they could be protected by keeping everybody
out. The Resource Management Specialist
and I began to identify certain caves for
recreation. I immediatelY heard that we
were sacrificing those caves. I do not
believe in "sacrificial caves". I prefer to
think of them as educational caves.
Recreational cavers can provide a lot to the
NPS, too - cavers are a big data gathering
body. There has been a lot of illicit caving
in NPS caves over the years and, of course,
the cavers didn't provide any information to
the NPS. If cavers know that You will allow
them into caves, they will understand and
support policies that might not allow them to
go into some areas.
NP: How do you imagine protectmg caves
while keeping an open policy toward
recreational caving?
RK: We are six years into an increasingly
open caving policy in CCNP. We have begun
to establish carrying capacities for certain
caves. We have been relaxing some
restrictions. In some cases we have cut back
on ranger-led trips because of too much
traffic in delicate areas. I don't have all the
answers. I believe the time will come when
there will be cave rangers - the real problem
is funding. We are also moving to methods
that do not require so many people. For
instance, we are experimenting with infrared
sensors to detect people who intrude off tl1e
trail in Carlst1ad Cavern.
NPS caves cannot be opened to the
general caving public unless officials are
committed, monetarily and philosophicallY,
to the support of staff who can devote most
of their time to the effort. To do any less
would result in destruction of the caves. I
am optimistic, however. that we in the NPS
and the caving community can move toward a
rational plan that will allow public use of
appropriate caves and protect the caves, too.
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LECHUGUILLA NOW 2nd DEEPEST IN U.S.
Tt-te independent Lechuguilla expedition of
Mar ch 26 -April 6 raised the cave 's length
from 13 to 16 miles, and increased the deptrt
to 141 5it, a depth exceeded in the U.S. only
bv !550ft deep Columbine Crawl.
The expedition began \-lith some warmup
trtPs ln the upper and m1ddle levels. One
group pendulumed to the slope partway down
Boulder Falls to check a lead, but found only
a blind pocket. Another party found a few
hundred feet o£ small boneYard around Fawn
Hall. South of tt"te landing of Apricot Pit, an
overlooked passage led south to the Chamber
of Delight. lavishlY festooned with soda
str a 1-/S.
THE CHANDELIER GRAVEYARD

ExPloration in the lower levels fo cused on
the v-~estern and southwestern branches. A
free climb in the Mamfest DestinY area,
partway out the Western Borehole, led to an
upper ser 1es which Yielded 3000ft of survey;
Hte \-Jest end dropped back toward the
Borehole and r econnected by way of
uncllmbable pits.
These upper- passages proved even richer in
gypsum than the Borehole. The centerpiece
is the C~•andelier Graveyard. a chamber
dominated by bizarre gyl)sum cones. The
largest stands over 15ft high , and leans
ominouslY toward the path beneath; another
has overturned and shattered. These were
first interpreted as fallen "chandeliers" like
those of the Chandelier Ballroom. It
appears, though, that they are even more
ex ceptional- gypsum stalagmites with
coarse selenite arms bristling like skirts
fr orn the fmer grained core. Some are
active, w1t~1 water drops on the points of the
crystal arms. These are vet another of the
umque speleothems of Lechuguilla,
dupli cated. as far as I know, nov-1here in Ute
world.
Boneyard barners between passage
segments and in side chambers make the area
confusing, and on March 30 a caver vanished
for 5 1/2 hours. The NPS suspended normal
trips and began to organize fresh cavers for
a search and rescue. Fortunately, the first
team encountered the lost caver and his
companions heading for the Boulder Falls
ascent.

TO DEPTHS PROFOUND

The most extensive discoveries were in the
southwest branch, in a new complex
extending from the Mouse's Delight maze
above the Chandelier Ballroom. A survey
crew sensed something unusual as gypsum
gave way to floors heaped with the powder
of condensation corrosion, suggesting the
presence of moist air rising from below. The
passage turned down a steep slope
descending 100ft to a fairly large room, Land
of the Lost. The .two main leads from Land
of the Lost united in the Void, a complex of
very large rooms. Here were large gypsum
blocks containing considerable quanti ties of
yellow sulfur.
The Void was a strangely different element
of Lechuguilla. All the other deep parts had
bottomed out in basins lined \-vith calcite
rafts and mammillary crusts, vet the Void
had no mammillaries and only the sparsest of
rafts. The floors were commonly covered
with damp silt showing waterlines, and with
large gypsum block remnants, heavily Pitted
by flooding.
A large gallery off the Void closed down
after 300ft, but boneyard provided a series
of ramps descending to a chamber. From
there, a steep, twisting descent down the
Grand Staircase seemed to plunge toward
the center of the earth. The route widened
onto a broad ramp, passed a dead-end
horizontal room, then continued down a much
smaller passage, unpleasant! y narrow and
jagged. The main trend Pinched, but a tight
side lead descended farther to a slanting
crevice. Here were thickening layers of
calcite rafts, and the walls and ceiling began
to show, not the usual mammillary crust, but
folia ribs, a rare speleothem not heretofor~
seen in Lechuguilla. They resemble
miniature bracket fungi, and make the
terminal chamber of April Fool's Passage a
photogenic locality .
For terminal it was. The lowest point was
plotted as 1389ft below the entrance, 50ft
lower than Carlsbad's Lake of the Clouds in
absolute elevation! With an elevation range
of 1415ft, Lechuguilla is now the second
deepest cave in the U.S.
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DEEPER YET?
HOY-I much deeper might the cave go? In the
April Fool 's area. the folia and raft deposits
indicate approach to base level. This might,
however, be a perched basin of limited
ex tent. and passages elsewhere may not be
constramed by it. A more general limit is
the reqional water table, which has never·
been e~tcountered in Guadalupe caves. The
Capitan aquifer is thought permeable enough
that a water table should be definable, but
authorities disagree on its position.
The nearest well datum, (from Hill's Geology
of Carlsbad Cavern) 1.5 miles away, is
3202ft, only 40ft below the new cave depth.
Jagnow (Cave Development in the
Gu~dalupes), in contrast, suggests a range of
3 104- 3107ft at Carlsbad Cavern. If the
Capitan con tams patches of low
permeability, isolated pockets ex tending
bel01--1 the general water table may have had
their remnant waters evaporated to levels
even lowe" than the Pecos River base level.
Most deep zones in Lechuguilla and Carlsbad
bottom out in hollows choked with
rnamrnillaries and rafts. These areas may
have be come disconnected from the general
C1rculat10n as the water· table dropped,
becoming stagnant evaporation basins. Yet
the new deepest zone has only weak
development of such deposits. Does this
imply that the Void lies near a master
conduit, perhaps along the Walnut Canyon
syncline? Conceivably, both Carlsbad and
Lechuguilla could be mere lateral outgrowths
of such a conduit. This suggestion may seem
fantastic, but Lechuguilla has already so
exceeded e xpectations that I dare offer this
radical hope. The truth will not come easily
- the standard exploration trip in
Lechuguilla is now 24 hours or more.
Donald Davis
Addendum - BASE LEVEL
In May, a party returned to the deepest
point. Nearby, they forced a very tight lead
65ft lower, to a 4ft x 20ft pool down which a
narrov1 passage contmues below the water.
The water smells of hydrogen sulfide, and is
suspected to be at the water table. The
elevation of the pool is 3 157ft, about
rnidway between the above estimates of
water table depth. The additional depth,
Plus a recalculatwn of the earlier figure,
1nc:r·eases Lechuguilla 's vertical range to
1501ft. DGD.
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BOOK NOTES
BENEATH THE MOUNTAINS
the Mountains, David Rose and
1chard Gregson. Hodder & Stoughton, 1987,
hb, 192 pp., color photographs. Distributed
by David & Charles. Inc., North Pomfr·et,
Vermont 05053. $29.95. Available from
Cave Books.
~eneath

British cavers seem to e xcel at producing
fine works recounting their exped1tions.
Beneath The Mountains IS a well told
adventure storY w1tt1 a delicate taste of
humor and a moderate spic1ness. The book
follows the exploits of a group of Oxfor·d
University cavers as tr1ey graduate from
vertical neophytes to push tile deepest cave
explored bY a Bntish team. in the Asturias
of northwestern SPain. Pozu del X1tu started
off unpleasantly t1ght and difficult, but
opened up into a senes of large pits, and
ended in a sump pool 1300 metres below the
entrance.
The group e>: plored several other· large, deep
sYstems . .l\lthough none approached Xitu in
depth, some were magnificent, and the
difficulties and dangers encountered ensure
that there is no anticlimax. No one was
seriouslY hurt, but one shudders at some of
the near misses: a caver Jams himself down a
tight fissure to find himself t1ang1ng by the
shoulders over 30m of unrigged space; a solo
caver 500m underground rappels off tile end
of the rope he's JUSt shortened.
Of particular interest to American readers is
the description of deep, difficult systems
explored by European techniques, rel:v·ing
heavily on bolts and rebelays. Armchair
caving via international books is an
opportunity to co mpa r e our styles, to
examine our methods, to make cultural
comparisons and to contemplate our own
motives.
Sue Hagan. Mick Sutton
NEW BOOKS UNDERWAY ...
CRF member David Jagnow has been a1--1arded
an NPS contract to 1-.JrJte a la y person 's
geological guide to the Guadalupes. Be cky
Jagnow is co-editor and f1eld assistant. The
book should be 1n print mid 1989.
... AND COMPLETEJ?
_
Karst Hydr· olog~ Concepts tram the
Mammoth Caverea. edited bY CRF member
Will White has Just been published. Th1s iS a
ma 10r collection of works on the tw~rology
and paleohydrology of the central Kentucky
Karst. More on this 1n the next Newsletter.

CALENDAR
GUADALUPES EXPEDITIONS
*** Labor Day September 3-5
Dave & Susan Ecklund 402-493-2754
***Columbus Day.z.. October 8-10
Jerry Atkinson & t'at Kambesis
915-697-3807
*** Thanksgiving, November 24-27
Bruce Baker 405-234-2963
***New Year.t.December 31-January 2
Cyndi Masch ,j03-567-4565
Notify the expedition leader the area
manager <Rich Wolfert 303-278-1891> or the
supplies coordinator (Bill Ziegler
505-262-0602) at least one week in advance.
MAMMOTH CAVE EXPEDITIONS
*** Labor Day, September 2-5
Mick Sutton 314-546-2864 <H)
***Columbus Day~ October 7-10
Norm Pace 812-3j5-6152 (W)
812-336-1891 <Hl
*** Thanks~iving~.- November 23-27
Phil DiBlasi 502-~88-6724 <W>
The first and last dates are arrival and
departure dates. Contact the expedition
leader or operations manager <Mel Park,
90 1-76 7-4228) two weeks in advance.
Failure to inform of a cancellation may
result in a bill for breakfast and dinner fees.

MISSOURI TRIPS: August 20-21; September
17-18; October 15-16: November 19-20.
Notify the operations manager, Scott House
<3 14-287-4356).

ANNUAL MEETING
The annual meeting will take place November
12-13 at the Illini Union, University of
Illinois. Champaign. The open Directors '
meeting will take place Saturday afternoon,
and will feature a presentation by Ron
Bridgeman on the CRF China expedition. A
buffet dinner will be served Saturday
evening; Rick Bridges wlll give an
after-dinner slide show on Lechuguilla Cave.
The dinner will cost $17.50 per person:
checks should be mailed to Rick Olson, 407
Stanage, Champaign, IL 61820, at least two
weeks in advance. A block of rooms is
reserved at the Illini Union; reservations
should be made directly 1--1ith IU before the
arrival date - 1401 W Green Street, Urbana,
IL 61801 (217-333-1241>. Rates- $44 single,
$50 double, $57 triple, $68 quadruple.
Accomodations are also available at two
nearby motels: Neil House, 1701 S Neil,
Champaign, IL 61820 <217-359-8888)- rates
$26 stngle, $28 double $37 triple $38
quadruple: Courtesy Motel , 403 N Vine,
Urbana, IL 61801 <217-367-1171)- rates $20
smgle, $24 double, $28 triple, $32 quadruple.
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